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Learn how today's artists survive, exhibit, and earn money, without selling out! This book explains

how to be a professional artist and new methods to define and realize what success means.

Whether you're a beginner, a student, or a career artist looking to be in the best museum shows,

this book provides ways of advancing your plans on any level. Making It in the Art World is an

invaluable resource for artists at every stage, offering readers a plethora of strategies and helpful

tips to plan and execute a successful artistic career. Topics include how to evaluate your own work,

how to submit art, how to present work to the public, how to avoid distractions in the studio, and

much more.
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Brainard Carey's "Art Mentor" emails were the most encouraging, relevant and practical art advice I

have ever received. He is an invaluable resource when it comes to thinking beyond the canvas or

the conventional. It is because of his ideas and perspective (be courageous, simply ask, develop

relationships and community) that I launched a non-profit arts collective specifically targeting an

ignored demographic. A year later we boast a small membership of 30 to 50 national and

international dynamic females over the age of 40, we have a growing social media following and we

have a familiar name within our Los Angeles arts community.I don't think I would have had the

courage, or downright audacity to what I am doing (and rather successfully) had I not had access to

Brainard Carey. I believe his ideas and advice are some of the best and I wholeheartedly

recommend this book to any artist at any level of their career. It truly is a must have for you library.



I read this book with great anticipation for specific business insights into the art industry. I was

hoping to get practical advice that would help me understand what needs to be considered and

tackled to make a career shift to art. I got neither.For context, I've got 20 years of business

operations experience in high tech, but am looking to turn my weekend art hobby into a second

career of sorts. Mentioning this b/c my perspective might be different than others reading this book

without much hands-on business experience, i.e. what struck me as common sense might not be

the case for others.For example, the author assumes you don't have any basic writing skills,

spending an inordinate amount of time talking through how to create bios. I agree, that's an

important consideration, but it doesn't warrant the better part of an entire chapter. There's also a lot

of time spent on discussing how to network within the art industry. Again, another worthy topic, but

the details were far too basic. For example, there's a lot of discussion about how to convince a

curator to take 15 minutes to have coffee with you, but very little time spent reviewing other industry

specific networking opportunities. Another example of "light" information was the time spent

suggesting you chat with your local art gallery owners about possible representation. Another

instance of common sense stuff that focused more on the "what" and not enough on the "how".This

book struck me as very basic and lacked much punch. If you're looking for very broad strokes,

and/or are fresh out of school, I can understand a higher rating for the content. But if you're looking

for a real business savvy perspective, continue your search.

Brainard Carey is that rarity in the art world: someone who knows how to sell himself without selling

out. The key is Carey's imagination, perseverance, and genuine enthusiasm, which shine through

this book. He offers the encouragement AND the practical advice that will help you move yourself

and your art to wider exposure and real success. Unlike many other artists, he's not embarrassed

about the concept of making money--in fact, artists are the ones who SHOULD be making the

money! But there's no question that public and financial success requires you to put yourself out

there, over and over. Artists MUST learn how to market themselves well--it has become part of the

job of being an artist. And this is where Carey shines. It's not just what he says but how he says it;

he's a great model for marketing yourself while BEING yourself. Although I'm a musician, not a

visual artist, after a friend recommended this book I was inspired to launch a Kickstarter.com

campaign to make an album--and I raised over $6,000! Carey's words helped get me off my rear. I

recommend this book to artists of ALL types.



There is actionable advice buried in here. These ideas and advice will be new to you if you've been

institutionalized for the past 30 years or living the hermit's life in a cave somewhere. For the rest of

artists who are trying hard to figure out how to make it in today's world, well seen that-done

that-planning that-tried it- already in the works.There's some sales 101 for dummies turned around

for artists - how to make a pitch without making a hard sell. I supposed it could be useful to have

that spelled out when you emerge blinking from decades spent eating roots in the hermit's cave.The

advice and suggestions are sort like one of those "get rich surfing the internet" courses. If everyone

could do it, we'd all be millionaires and then the secret would be out and nobody could use it ever

again. These are wonderful ideas if you're one of the first to try them, but if you're the thousandth

artist to escape the studio/asylum - probably not so much.Pros:easy to readlight stylereally basic

common sense stuff for people who have trouble with thatCons:Information density is similar to a

blog article from a marketer learning about the importance of "content"the breathless style can make

it hard to really drill down on actionable itemshard to apply if you're not in a similar situationhard to

apply in today's economy
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